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Platform film hd ajay devgan ke

PlatformPosterDirected byDeepak PawarProduced byMukesh DuggalWritten byJaved Siddiqui, Robin Bhatt,Sujit Sen,Sanjeev Duggal,Mukesh DuggalStarringAjay DevgnTisca Chopra (Recorded as Priya Arora)Music byAnand-MilindCinematographyRajan KinagiEdited bySuresh ChaturvediProductcompionany Mata Sherwali Prince InternationalRelease date23 April 1993 (1993-
04-23)CountryIndiaLanguageHindi Platform is a 1993 Bollywood action film directed by Deepak Pawar and starring Ajay Devgn in the lead role , with Tisca Chopra (credited as Priya Arora, her screen name before marriage), Prithvi, and Paresh Rawal. [2] Plot Platform tells the story of two brothers, Raju (Ajay Devgn) and his brother Vikram (Prithvi), who as a child lost their mother,
then Vikram raised Raju alone, working at Bhaiya saab's hotel. Hariya (Mohnish Bahl), a drug addict on bad terms with Bhaiya saab, one night high on the drug gun down bhaiya saab while he is walking with Vikram. Police Inspector Joshi (Kiran Kumar) tries to arrest Vikram for claiming he was responsible for the murder. Vikram escapes and plans to flee the city with Raju. At the
train station, he left Raju for a while, only to be captured by Joshi; Raju believes his brother abandoned him. Hariya is then approached by Hariya, who convinces him that Vikram will never return. Hariya then takes Raju under his wing and makes him part of his criminal gang. Vikram was convicted of murder, and years later Raju grew up to be an effective he sai-heed of Hariya.
Raju eliminates all of Hariya's enemies except her arch rival, Shetty (Paresh Rawal). After nearly completing his sentence, Vikram escaped from prison when he heard that Raju was still alive and was raised by Hariya. He meets his brother, hoping to expose Hariya's crimes, but Raju still believes that Vikram abandoned him on the pulpit, and stands next to Hariya. Shetty plans to
kill both Hariya and Raju, despite warnings from astrological twin brother Shani Avatar (Paresh Rawal in a dual role) who always tells him his devious ways will get him into trouble. At one point, Dangerous Raju makes away with some of Shetty's money, but not before being shot in the leg by Joshi, who arrives at the scene. Joshi is aware of Vikram's escape, and is also closely
watching Hariya and Raju. An angry Shetty arranges for Raju to be killed, but Raju escapes. Vikram arrives in Shetty, offers to help kill Hariya in exchange for Raju's life. Shetty agreed, but imposed his own conditions. When Hariya learns this, he tells Raju the time has come to remove Shetty and Vikram. Vikram also tells Joshi, who agrees to help, but Vikram is later kidnapped by
Shetty's men. Shetty threatens Raju with the death of Vikram and their girlfriend if he does not return the stolen money. Raju is now in a cure; if he does not return the money, his brother will be killed, and if he does, Hariya will kill him. He decides to save his own but when Hariya hears about it, he allyes with Shetty to kill both brothers. At the height of the film, Raju finds Hariya
and Shetty on a railway platform with Vikram, who is hung with his arm right on the tracks. Raju pours Shetty's money out of the suitcase, uses it in alcohol and threatens to burn Shetty's money, ordering Hariya to confess her role in the murder and separation of the brothers. Shetty, worried about her money, forces Hariya to do so with a gun. Inspector Joshi appeared, saying he
had heard Hariya's confession, prompting a gunfight. Raju guns down gangsters and frees his brother just in time as a speedboat arrives. Vikram falls on the tracks, the train passes him without harming him. Joshi captures Shetty, but Hariya escapes. Raju caught up with Hariya, clinging to his speeding car and fighting him until the car overturned, leaking fuel. An old opponent of
Raju appears and, along with Hariya, begins to defeat him, but he, underpinn by his mother's parting gift, a chain, mounts the power to fight them both as soon as the fuel explodes, killing the two attackers. Vikram and others believe That Raju died in the explosion until he staggered out of the rubble, falling into Vikram's arms begging Vikram never to leave him again. Ajay Devgn
as Raju Tisca Chopra (Priya Arora) as Tina Prithvi as Vikram Paresh Rawal as Shetty Mudaliar / Shani Avatar Kiran Kumar as Inspector Joshi Surendra Pal as Hariya's brother Mohnish Bahl as Hariya Nandini Singh as Seema Anjana Mumtaz as Raju and Mother Mushtaq Khan as Arjun Gavin Packard as Cheetah Reception The film has long been credited as the big-screen debut
of actress Tisca Chopra,[3][4][5][6] and represents some of Ajay Devgn's best stunt work when, in his early career, he was styled as an action hero. What is notable about the film is the criticism of Hinduism's faith in various scenes such as where his brother Ajay devgan referred to Lord Shiva as Tu Tu. In another scene, the heroine has been abused by taporis in the mandir
facility. In another scene Paresh Raval kicks her brother wearing Ram Naam fabric like a sadhoo. [7] Soundtrack # Lead Singer 1 Khamoshi Thi Mach Gaya Shor Alka Yagnik 2 Main Shama Too Parwana Udit Narayan, Alka Yagnik 3 Na Pyar Kiye Na Ikraar Kiye Udit Narayan, Sadhana Sargam 4 Is Baat Ka Bahana Acha Hai Kavita Krishnamurthy 5 Ek Din Jhagda Ek Din Pyar
Kumar Sanu, Sadhana Sargam 6 Duniya Di Tha Arun Bakshi References ^ Alter, Stephen Fancies of a Bollywood love thief: inside the world of Indian filmmaking (illustrated ed.). Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. page 34. ISBN 0-15-603084-5. devgan movie platform. ^ Cine blitz. 19. Blitz Publications. 1993. page 33. Tuteja, Joginder (15 November 2015) Down the memory lane with
Aamir's leading woman. Oneindia. Archived from the original on February 17, 2013. Retrieved September 12, 2010. Kumar, Anuj (February 2, 2008). Slow and steady. The Retrieved September 12, 2010. ^ 'Taare Zameen Par' promises entertainment and enlightenment. Now run. December 18, 2007. Retrieved September 12, 2010. Unnikrishnan, Chaya (December 2, 2005).
Anchor inspired. Weekly monitors. Retrieved September 12, 2010. Vaidyanathan, Dr. P.V. (September 12, 2003). Star To Hona Hi Tha. Screen. Retrieved September 12, 2010. [permanent death link] External Links to the IMDb Platform Taken from Edit Learn more Edit Vikram is a hardworking farmer living in a village with his mother and brother, Rajoo. Vikram uses all his efforts
and money to educate Rajoo; when their mother died Rajoo was left in vikram's care. The brothers emigrated to the city in search of work. Vikram was hired as a waiter by the Swarg hotel owner, who trusted him and looked after him and his brother. This is not good for the owner's brother, Hariya. Hariya kills her brother and frames Vikram for murder. Vikram and Rajoo try to
escape, but soon Inspector Joshi catches up with Vikram and arrests him, leaving Rajoo on the railway platform. Vikram was later sentenced to nine years in prison despite being denied guilty; meanwhile Rajoo is brought in by Hariya, who introduces him to crime. Nine years later, when Vikram's sentence was not completed, he was forced to escape from prison to save his
brother. What he found was an angry Rajoo who was angry at him... Written by Gavin (racktoo@hotmail.com) Plot Summary | More Synopsis Murder | rain | lust | attraction | drinking | See All (10) » Certificates: See all certificates » Parent Guide: More content advice for parents » Ben-Hur theme music editing - The Lepers Search For The Christ is used in the film's title sequence.
Xem thêm » Người dùng đánh giá Chỉnh sửa ngày phát hành: 23 tháng 4 năm 1993 (Ấn Độ) Xem thêm » Thời gian chạy: 150 phút Xem thông số kỹ thuật đầy đủ » PlatformPosterDirected byDeepak PawarProduced byMukesh DuggalWritten byJaved Siddiqui,Robin Bhatt,Sujit Sen,Sanjeev Duggal,Mukesh DuggalStarringAjay DevgnTisca Chopra (Ghi là Priya Arora)Âm nhạc
byAnand-MilindCinematographyRajan KinagiEdited bySuresh ChaturvediProductioncompany Mata Sherwali,Prince &amp; Prince InternationalRelease date23 April 1993 (1993-04-23)CountryIndiaLanguageHindi Platform là một bộ phim hành động Bollywood năm 1993 của đạo diễn Deepak Pawar và với sự tham gia của Ajay Devgn trong vai chính, với Tisca Chopra tên màn hình
của cô trước khi kết hôn), Prithvi, và Paresh Rawal. [2] Plot Platform tells the story of two brothers, Raju (Ajay Devgn) and his brother Vikram (Prithvi), who as a child lost their mother, then Vikram raised Raju alone, working at Bhaiya saab's hotel. Hariya (Mohnish Bahl), a drug addict on bad terms with Bhaiya saab, a night high on drug guns Bhaiya saab while he was walking with
Vikram. Police inspectors (Kiran Kumar) tried to arrest Vikram for thinking he was responsible for the murder. Vikram escapes and plans to flee the city with Raju. At the train station, he left Raju for a while, only to be captured by Joshi; Raju believes his brother abandoned him. Hariya is then approached by Hariya, who convinces him that Vikram will never return. Hariya then takes
Raju under his wing and makes him part of his criminal gang. Vikram was convicted of murder, and years later Raju grew up to be an effective he sai-heed of Hariya. Raju eliminates all of Hariya's enemies except her arch rival, Shetty (Paresh Rawal). After nearly completing his sentence, Vikram escaped from prison when he heard that Raju was still alive and was raised by
Hariya. He meets his brother, hoping to expose Hariya's crimes, but Raju still believes that Vikram abandoned him on the pulpit, and stands next to Hariya. Shetty plans to kill both Hariya and Raju, despite warnings from astrological twin brother Shani Avatar (Paresh Rawal in a dual role) who always tells him his devious ways will get him into trouble. At one point, Dangerous Raju
makes away with some of Shetty's money, but not before being shot in the leg by Joshi, who arrives at the scene. Joshi is aware of Vikram's escape, and is also closely watching Hariya and Raju. An angry Shetty arranges for Raju to be killed, but Raju escapes. Vikram arrives in Shetty, offers to help kill Hariya in exchange for Raju's life. Shetty agreed, but imposed his own
conditions. When Hariya learns this, he tells Raju the time has come to remove Shetty and Vikram. Vikram also tells Joshi, who agrees to help, but Vikram is later kidnapped by Shetty's men. Shetty threatens Raju with the death of Vikram and their girlfriend if he does not return the stolen money. Raju is now in a fix; if he does not return the money, his brother will be killed, and if
he does, Hariya will kill him. He decides to save his brother, but when Hariya hears about it, he allyes with Shetty to kill both brothers. At the height of the film, Raju finds Hariya and Shetty on a railway platform with Vikram, who is hung with his arm right on the tracks. Raju pours Shetty's money out of the suitcase, uses it in alcohol and threatens to burn Shetty's money, ordering
Hariya to confess her role in the murder and separation of the brothers. Shetty, worried about her money, forces Hariya to do so with a gun. Inspector Joshi appeared, saying he had heard Hariya's confession, prompting a gunfight. Raju guns down gangsters and frees his brother just in time as a speedboat arrives. Vikram falls on the tracks, the train passes him without harming
him. Joshi captures Shetty, but Hariya escapes. Raju caught up with Hariya, clinging to her speeding car Fight him until the car overturns, fuel leaks. An old opponent of Raju appears and, along with Hariya, begins to defeat him, but he, me, By his mother's farewell gift, a chain, mounts the power to fight the two just as the fuel explodes, killing the two attackers. Vikram and others
believe That Raju died in the explosion until he staggered out of the rubble, falling into Vikram's arms begging Vikram never to leave him again. Ajay Devgn as Raju Tisca Chopra (Priya Arora) as Tina Prithvi as Vikram Paresh Rawal as Shetty Mudaliar / Shani Avatar Kiran Kumar as Inspector Joshi Surendra Pal as Hariya's brother Mohnish Bahl as Hariya Nandini Singh as Seema
Anjana Mumtaz as Raju and Mother Mushtaq Khan as Arjun Gavin Packard as Cheetah Reception The film has long been credited as the big-screen debut of actress Tisca Chopra,[3][4][5][6] and represents some of Ajay Devgn's best stunt work when, in his early career, he was styled as an action hero. What is notable about the film is the criticism of Hinduism's faith in various
scenes such as where his brother Ajay devgan referred to Lord Shiva as Tu Tu. In another scene, the heroine has been abused by taporis in the mandir facility. In another scene Paresh Raval kicks her brother wearing Ram Naam fabric like a sadhoo. [7] Soundtrack # Lead Singer 1 Khamoshi Thi Mach Gaya Shor Alka Yagnik 2 Main Shama Too Parwana Udit Narayan, Alka
Yagnik 3 Na Pyar Kiye Na Ikraar Kiye Udit Narayan, Sadhana Sargam 4 Is Baat Ka Bahana Acha Hai Kavita Krishnamurthy 5 Ek Din Jhagda Ek Din Pyar Kumar Sanu, Sadhana Sargam 6 Duniya Di Tha Arun Bakshi References ^ Alter, Stephen Fancies of a Bollywood love thief: inside the world of Indian filmmaking (illustrated ed.). Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. page 34. ISBN 0-15-
603084-5. devgan movie platform. ^ Cine blitz. 19. Blitz Publications. 1993. page 33. Tuteja, Joginder (15 November 2007). Down the memory lane with Aamir's leading woman. Oneindia. Archived from the original on February 17, 2013. Retrieved September 12, 2010. Kumar, Anuj (February 2, 2008). Slow and steady. Hindus. Retrieved September 12, 2010. ^ 'Taare Zameen Par'
promises entertainment and enlightenment. Now run. December 18, 2007. Retrieved September 12, 2010. Unnikrishnan, Chaya (December 2, 2005). Anchor inspired. Weekly monitors. Retrieved September 12, 2010. Vaidyanathan, Dr. P.V. (September 12, 2003). Star To Hona Hi Tha. Screen. Retrieved September 12, 2010. [permanent death link] External links the IMDb
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